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Nick Power Announces Candidacy
Nicholas (Nick) Power is pleased to
announce his candidacy for the
position of San Juan County
Prosecuting Attorney. Nick hopes to
provide voters with an opportunity to
elect someone who is committed to
honesty, transparency and
accountability. Nick sees the position
of Prosecuting Attorney as ultimately
the citizens’ attorney – not simply the
attorney for the County.

Originally licensed to practice law in
Illinois in 1997, Nick has worked on
a broad variety of legal matters both
in the civil and criminal arenas both
in state and federal court. Currently
Nick has a solo-practice in Friday Harbor. He represents and advises clients in a
wide-variety of civil matters including civil rights, employment, property, land-
use, whistle blower and election litigation. He has also served as counsel and
advised on a broad variety of criminal matters – again, both in state and federal
courts.

As a father to a teenager (and an about-to-be-teenager) Nick is very concerned
about the epidemic of hard drugs available on the islands but is particularly
concerned about those that are being dealt and consumed in our schools. That
needs to change. To achieve that end, Nick supports the use of therapeutic court
in appropriate circumstances – especially for juvenile offenders — and hopes to
greatly increase access to mental health and addiction professionals to those who
could benefit from those services.

Since moving to Friday Harbor in 2008 with his wife Penelope Haskew and two
daughters, Nick has been troubled by what he has observed in our local law
enforcement and justice system. He wants to make San Juan County a safer,
fairer and better place to live, work and be.
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One comment...

Ha! I do enjoy old Nick and his amusing and quirky family- but as someone
who has seen Nick in action over the years- in lots of different situations, rest
assured that he’d be terrible as a government official. It would look like a
local level version of what we’re dealing with in Washington DC right now.
Nick is smart, but not half as smart as he thinks he is. And he’s got a bit of a
mean streak that shows up in unexpected ways. He’s kind of like the kid who
was picked on who now likes to wield whatever power he can scrounge up
to hurt anyone who reminds him of his former bullies, no matter how tenuous
the resemblance. Again, he definitely shares some of the same erratic
narcissistic qualities of our current Commander in Chief. Our incumbent
Prosecutor isn’t perfect- but is level headed, decent, and thoughtful in ways
that Nick has never shown in the 10 years or so I’ve known him.
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